Annex 4

ANNEX 5

MAIB’s interpretation of
the results of the
model experiments
The model experiments made an invaluable contribution to the investigation, revealing the
vulnerability of even a well-found vessel such as Gaul to an encounter with a group of very
large breaking waves.
Model experiments provide a satisfactory way to predict performance and behaviour of the
full-scale vessel, although there are often inherent limitations. This is because the
modelling is of necessity a simplification of the vessel and the environment, and the results
must therefore, take this into account. Model experiments in steep breaking waves are the
only viable way of predicting the ship’s response to extreme seas.
The model used possessed greater stability (scaled) than the full-size vessel, simply because
of unavoidable effects of scale. For example, the 1 millimetre thick bulwarks on the model
scale to 46 millimetre full size, about six times the real thickness. The range of stability of
the model was determined by experiment to be almost 180°, which meant that it was
completely self-righting. This was not realistic as the full size vessel was calculated to have a
range of stability of about 120° (Figure 10 in Annex 2). However, the calculations for the
full size vessel ignored many minor items of buoyancy such as the winches and box section
masts. If these items had been included, the calculated range of stability of the vessel would
have increased, but not to 180°. The range of stability of the vessel probably lay between
120° and 130°. This would of course be rapidly degraded by flooding through non-closeable
openings.
As a consequence of its exaggerated range of stability, the model would not have been
knocked-down to as large an angle as the full size vessel, and would have recovered more
quickly. In effect, a knock-down on the full size vessel would have been worse than implied
by the model experiments. For this comparison it has been assumed that both the model
and full size vessel are completely sealed against water ingress, which was also unrealistic.
However, the experiments carried out with doors and hatches opened, showed that water
would not have flooded in fast enough during a knock-down to have prevented a partial
recovery of the vessel.
Also, the model was not fitted with the minor ventilators on the starboard side, which it
has been estimated would have increased the rate of flooding to the factory and other
spaces during a knock-down. Again, this factor would have allowed the model to recover
better than the full size vessel.
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The effect of cargo and gear shifting was also not represented on the model, nor the
blockage of freeing ports from loose gear sliding across the trawl deck. Both these effects
would have been critical to the survival of the vessel.
The model experiments are indicative of what could have occurred with the vessel, but
probably exaggerated its ability to have withstood, and to have recovered from, a knockdown. Therefore, the data gleaned from the model experiments, when scaled for the fullsize vessel, could be optimistic. However, the calculated large range of stability of the vessel
strongly indicates that she would have made a partial recovery from the knock-down.
Nevertheless, in spite of inherent limitations of the experiments, it is concluded that if the
vessel had been struck by a large breaking wave it would have been rolled to an extreme
angle and this would have compromised its safety.
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Figures

FIGURES 1– 46
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Figure 1: Gaul – bridge deck layout
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Figure 2: Kurd – bridge interior looking to starboard
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2 Rudder angle indicator
3 Voice pipe
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5 Searchlight handle
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7 Radar set
8 Gyro compass repeater
9 Steering tiller for docking
10 Stairwell
11 Chart room
12 Control console

Figure 3: Kurd – bridge interior (looking to port over control console)
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Figure 4: Kurd – bridge interior (control console, looking forward)
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Figure 5: Plan of trawl deck (aft)
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Plan and photographs courtesy of BAe Land Sea System
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Figure 6: Kurd – looking aft along trawl deck
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Figure 7: Kurd – looking forward along trawl deck
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Figure 8: Kurd – stern ramp and gates
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Figure 9: Arab – Emergency escape door from engine room, located trawl deck starboard.
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Figure 10: Arab – trawl deck, starboard. Door to factory
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Figure 11: Arab – trawl deck (aft), looking aft. Fish loading hatches, open
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Photograph courtesy of BAe Land and Sea Systems

Figure 12: Arab – factory deck
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Figure 13: Description and technical speciﬁcation of Sealion ROV

Reproduced by courtesy of Racal
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Figure 13 (continued): Description and technical speciﬁcation of Sealion ROV
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Figure 14: Sidescan sonar image of wreck
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Note: 1) Areas shaded in purple are ﬁshing nets caught in the wreck.

Figure 15: Side scan sonar survey tracks
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(see Figure 17)

Figure 16: Sidescan sonar images of the seabed around the wreck
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Figure 17: Area of ROV visual inspection
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Figure 18: Photo mosaic of starboard side
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The photographic mosaic is incomplete in those areas where there was not sufﬁcient detail or the correct perspective provided by the video survey.

Figure 19: Photo mosaic of port side
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The photographic mosaic is incomplete in those areas where there was not sufﬁcient detail or the correct perspective provided by the video survey.

Figure 20: “Beaufort” liferaft container on seabed
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Figure 21: Damage to outboard face of port funnel
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Figure 22: Photo mosaic of transom
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Steerable Kort nozzle

Figure 23: A typical steerable Kort nozzle

Photograph courtesy of Kort Propulsion

Figure 24: Gaul’s Kort nozzle viewed from astern
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Figure 25: Photo mosaic of forecastle deck (forward)
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Figure 26: Photo mosaic of deckhouse front
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Figure 27: Photo mosaic of bridge front
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Figure 28: Control console (front, looking to port)
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Figure 29: Control console (starboard forward corner)
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Note: See Figure 4 for photograph of control console
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Figure 30: Steering position at bridge front
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Figure 31: Radar set below bridge windows

Note: (1) Hood is missing
(2) Cathode Ray Tube has imploded
(3) See Figure 2 for position and, appearance of original radar

Figure 32: Open access hatch on aft face of port funnel
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Figure 33: Looking aft onto the open ﬁsh loading hatches
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Note:

1)
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The dark border to the hatch covers is the rubber seal which ensures that they are weathertight when closed.
The hatches are undamaged.

Looking down onto open ﬁsh loading hatches
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Figure 34: View down outboard edge of port ﬁsh loading hatch
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1)
2)

Locking pin should have been visible in this view, it is missing.
Securing clip is in closed position, but is undamaged.

Port ﬁsh loading hatch

Figure 35: View onto port bobbin rail showing port stern ramp gate fully open and in its recess
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Figure 36: Photo mosaic of port side trawl deck
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Figure 37: Photo mosaic of starboard side trawl deck
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Figure 38: Bobbins lying inside net arena
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1)
2)

Bobbins (1) and (2) are connected.
The danleno bobbin is a spare attached to the port bobbin rail.

Bobbin (2)

Bobbin (1)

Figure 39: Photo mosaic of ‘A’ frame mast
Port side ‘A’ Frame stay, broken at lower end.
Currently through ‘A’ frame, net tangled /
wrapped around broken end.

Rope/Cable through top block
on ‘A’ Frame ends here, broken end.

The net appears to be hung
over a wire / rope which is
through this block
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Figure 40: Partition bulkhead burst forward
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1)

This bulkhead was the forward bulkhead of the No. 2 four crew man cabin.

Figure 41: Desk drawers in mate’s cabin

Note:

1)

Desk is facing to port, drawers have fallen out to starboard.
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Figure 42: Seabed cables in vicinity of wreck
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Figure 43: Bow damage – view from ahead
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Figure 44: Section through net arena looking forward
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Figure 45: Gaul – Factors tree for the open ﬁsh loading hatches
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(2) If GAUL sank by
the stern and factory
flooded completely, there
would be no trapped air.

No

COMMENT
(1) Research has
shown that sinking
vessels return closer to
the upright and do not
roll over.

No

COMMENT
(1) Positions of floor
mats in bridge indicate
this did not occur.

or

Yes

COMMENT
(1) Consistent with
evidence and results of
model experiments.

Hatches “jumped” open
due to GAUL ’s pitching
motion in waves

No

COMMENT
(1) There is no
evidence that this had ever
occurred on GAUL
(2) It could only occur
with GAUL dodging head to
sea in which case it would
not have led to dangerous
flooding.

No

COMMENT

No

COMMENT

The fish chute was (1) All the
found to be empty. evidence
indicates that
GAUL was not
fishing.

Figure 46: Gaul – accident factors tree
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tank first
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HOW TO USE THE “TREE”
Hit by a group of very
large breaking waves

Rudder at 10° to 15°
to port

GAUL beam on to sea

Some combination of
wind and waves push
bow around to starboard

Wind and waves 4 to 5
points on starboard bow

KEY
As seen on GAUL’s wreck

Taken from evidence to the FI in 1974

GAUL making 170°
in the direction of
Honningsvaag

Observed in MAIB’s model experiments
or

Taken from the vessel’s construction
drawings
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GAUL heading for
Honningsvaag for
repair or supplies

Winds from ESE
force 8 - 10

or

or

GAUL heading for
Malangan Bank where
other trawlers are still
fishing

GAUL heading towards
Honningsvaag to gain
shelter of land

(1) The tree represents the linkage
between the many factors which the
MAIB believes contributed to GAUL
sinking.
(2) For any particular factor, those
feeding into it (i.e. those physically
lower in the tree) should give the
immediate reasons for its status.
(3) For example: the fish loading
hatches were found on the wreck to be
fully open, why was this? It was
because they had fallen fully open.
Why had they fallen fully open? There
were two necessary conditions for that
to have occurred: First, they were
already partially open and second,
GAUL sank steeply by the stern. Why
were the fish hatches partially open?
Again for two reasons:..........
..........and so on.

